YEOVIL TOWN SUPPORTERS SOCIETY LTD (Glovers Trust)
Date of Meeting: 25/01/21

Brendon Owen (Chair)
John Oakes (Vice Chair)
Ian Perkins (Comms)
Adam Skinner
Roger Pipe
Barrie David
Steve Seaby
Terri Burt
Vernon Edmunds
Ross McKendrick
Stuart Tilley. (Secretary)
Apologies
Apologies from Mike, work commitments prevented him from attending the meeting.
Agenda.
No formal agenda tonight.
Report from the SAG meeting.
A.O.B.

Minutes accepted as accurate from previous meeting.
SAG Report.
John and Adam had attended the SAG meeting and this is their report back.

The meeting had been as thought, other groups present were not really interested and not
listening and very occasionally put in any input.
SP had aired his frustrations and how the trust wasn’t showing him any respect what so ever.
John had corrected SP on some of the issues that he had asked about.
SP asked John in particular about meetings that had happened before Christmas.
One question in particular was who had been involved with a failed consortium and been the
contact.
Also, who had supplied the information about the club’s finances.
When asked about the trust members questions and why the attachment only h ad been sent.
SP’s reply had been they do not matter.
Adam said that SP had said that the trust was not showing him any respect and trying to start
a war with him. He went on to say that himself and an interested party were “Howling “at the
questions from the membership and none of them were relevant and we should show some
respect. He went on to say that the trust board had already made their intentions plain to
him.
Mark Kelly had spoken up for John and Adam for the way they had handled themselves at the
meeting in a positive and factual way.
The Ham stone memorial on the roundabout was brought up as the area is likely to be part of
player housing area. SP had nothing to say of any interest on the matter.
Adam suggested that the minutes of the meeting should be checked over for clarity of the
events from the meeting. SP had tried to have previous conversations that he had with
Brendon out in the open meeting.
John continued by asking what Duffus had been sold for.
Mark Kelly had asked if the SSDC sale went ahead where will the car park be. SP replied that it
was in the plans he also went on to say that the SSDC deal was no longer on the table and
wasn’t financially viable. John then suggested that we wait for the minutes from the SAG
meeting before we take any further action.
Brendon then stated that he had been pleased that John and Adam had attended the SAG
meeting and congratulated them on their report. This was backed up by Vernon.
Roger then asked who would the deal be with SSDC the holding company or whoever.
It was agreed that Brendon was going to send an e-mail to SP, subject being answering
questions that had already been sent to him from the trust. Should we also send to SSDC
asking who is selling to them, holding company or the club.

ACV.
Ian asked if the questions aren’t going to be answered at all or by the 1st of Feb should we put
further pressure on to SP.
Adam and John both suggested to give him the last chance and send SP an e-mail asking for
the answers.

Brendon agreed to send an e-mail to SP about the questions asked by the trust and are you
going to answer them and if so when. If SP plays ball, then ok, if not what will be our next step
on the issue. Brendon also going to contact Robert Orritt on how he thinks it is going with
SSDC>

ACV Report.
Roger had checked out how long the ACV lasts for which was 5 years. After speaking with
Dave Chrisfield at SSDC Roger asked can the ACV be re-listed and can the it be prevented from
re-applying. He went on to say should we be stepping back from the ACV and sho uld we be
asking the trust members to vote on it. Should we also talk further to SSDC on the deal and
what it means to the club going forward.
Barrie stated that any existing ACV is taken into consideration in any planning application as a
material consideration. Therefore, any community consideration has to have a direct like for
like replacement such as car parks and playing field.
Ross asked how long the re -listing took last time? Brendon’s reply was within a few days and
we could talk to Dave Chrisfield as to whether the application would be granted again.
Roger then asked if we get two goes at getting a new ACV and when to apply.
Brendon is going to speak to prospective influential people with regard to funding and forming
a consortium for the club purchase. Vernon is also going to contact a very wealthy man who
regularly attends to YTFC.
A.O.B.
Roger asked if anyone was scrutinizing the club finances. Ross replied he has some one looking
into that to see if they can help.
Brendon is contacting the Insolvency Lawyer on the information already sent to him and will
ask for any progress with it.
Ian has been updating the trust website and asked do we need to update our trade partners. It
was agreed that it was a bit out of date and so we should. John is going to assist in trade
partners. Ian asked if he could set up a trust shop on our face book site, this was deemed a
good idea. Ian also suggested that we put a donation via paypal on the site.
Terri is going to pick up merchandise from former treasurer and chairman then deliver to
Brendon.
John reminded everyone to not forget about sending their Bio’s to Ian.
Brendon and Terri had agreed the shortfall for Ernest Hyman’s grave at Radstock being £100
and had forwarded it to the organisers.
Brendon also congratulated Ian on joining easy fundraising.
Ian has also added some further additions to the web site.
There was some discussion on the memorial roundabout at the club which at present will stay
the same. This was asked as some of the membership have sentimental reasons for it
remaining. Possible issues to be looked at a later date.
John then stated that SP may well own the club but he is not the club. The fans and members
are the Club.

Next Meeting.
08/02/21 @19-00 hrs.
Brendon closed the meeting.

